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Brazil’s Bolsonaro has ‘every  
chance’ of re-election: Analyst

Bolsonaro trailed Lula by 21 points at the end of May
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil: Brazilian 
President Jair Bolsonaro—who is trailing in 
pre-election polls but has seen the gap 
between him and left-wing rival Luiz Inacio 
Lula da Silva narrow—has “every chance” 
of being re-elected, according to a political 
analyst. 

The poll disparity between the two 
frontrunners ahead of October’s presiden-
tial election has shrunk by 10 points in the 
last four months. Bolsonaro trailed Lula by 
21 points at the end of May, according to 
polling by the benchmark institute 
Datafolha, but that gap had narrowed to 11 
points last Friday. 

Leandro Gabiati, director of consulting 
firm Dominica, explained to AFP some of 
the dynamics currently playing out in 
Brazil’s presidential campaign. Where has 
Bolsonaro’s recent favorable momentum 
come from? 

Bolsonaro has “made very few mistakes” 
lately,” Gabiati said. “Generally speaking, he 
has benefited from the exceptional social 
spending approved by Congress in July, and 
other measures to combat inflation,” he said. 

“That has enabled him to improve the 
population’s perception of their purchasing 
power, which had been Bolsonaro’s main 
handicap.” And even though food is still 
expensive, fuel prices have come down, and 
Brazil’s 20 million poorest families have 
seen their monthly allowance from the gov-
ernment increase from 400 reais to 600 
($79 to $118). 

Despite two blunders on TV-he 
responded aggressively to two female 
reporters-Bolsonaro has been less combat-
ive recently, Gabiati said, making fewer 
attacks on government institutions such as 
the electoral system and the Supreme 
Court. 

“That helped reassure the more moder-
ate electorate,” Gabiati said. How have the 
September 7th Brazilian independence 
demonstrations-during which Bolsonaro 
waved from an open-top vehicle-affected 
the race? 

In short, the effect has been “very posi-
tive,” Gabiati said. “The news channels 
showed him all day surrounded by many 
(supportive) demonstrators,” he explained, 

“with a crowd as far as the eye can see.” 
Bolsonaro’s campaign also used the 

images to their advantage on social media, 
according to Gabiati, which he said ulti-
mately outweighed criticism by opponents 
accusing the president of appropriating the 
national holiday for his own political gains. 
Does Jair Bolsonaro still have a chance of 
being re-elected? “Yes, definitely,” Gabiati 
said. 

A month ago, it seemed possible Lula 
might win an outright majority in the first 
round of voting, he said. But now, that 
seems “practically impossible.” 

“Lula has stagnated in the polls, he 
seems to have hit a ceiling,” Gabiati said. 
Even still, if the poll gap continues to nar-
row at the current rate, it won’t be enough 
for Bolsonaro to catch up. But, Gabiati cau-
tions, nothing is set in stone until Brazilians 
go to the polls-the first round of voting is 
October 2, with the second round October 
30 — and they have plenty of time to 
change their minds between now and then. 
“Bolsonaro is in a new dynamic, with re-
energized supporters,” he said.  —AFP

SAO GONCALO, Brazil: Supporters of Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro hold a demonstration 
against Brazilian former President (2003-2010) and presidential candidate for the leftist 
Workers Party (PT) Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva, outside the premises where he is attending a 
meeting with Evangelical leaders, in Sao GonÁalo, Rio de Janeiro state, Brazil. —AFP

At least 17 dead  
in bloody 72 hours  
in Colombia 

 
BOGOTO: At least 17 people were killed over 
the last three days in Colombia in a spate of vio-
lent incidents, authorities said, highlighting the 
huge task facing President Gustavo Petro. 

In the northern city of Barranquilla, six people 
were shot dead by gunmen on Monday morning 
while drinking in a bar. Police said the powerful 
Gulf Clan drug trafficking gang carried out the 
attack on members of the rival Los Costenos 
group. 

In the north-central Santander department, a 
teacher, his wife and two children were killed by 
a group of assailants on Sunday morning, local 
authorities there said. Five Venezuelan migrants, 
accused of being involved in the murders, were 
then lynched by vigilantes in an apparent act of 
revenge. 

The local mayor had told a national radio sta-

tion that the murderers were “people from 
Venezuela” who wanted “to steal money” and 
used knives to kill their victims. Following the 
attack, an injured employee of the murdered fam-
ily alerted neighbors, who “took justice into their 
own hands and killed” the five attackers, said the 
mayor. 

Overnight from Sunday to Monday, a local 
indigenous guard in the northeastern Arauca 
department was killed in unspecified circum-
stances, according to the Indepaz NGO. On 
Saturday night, a union leader was shot dead by 
two armed motorcyclists in the northeastern port 
city of Barrancabermeja. 

And on Friday night, another local leader, a 
young woman, was stabbed to death in her home 
in the northern Sucre department. Indepaz said 
those deaths took the number of murdered local 
and community leaders since the state signed a 
2016 peace deal with Marxist Revolutionary 
Armed Forces of Colombia guerrillas to 128. 

Petro, Colombia’s first left-wing president, 
vowed following his June election victory to 
bring about “total peace” in the conflict-ravaged 
country. Colombia has suffered six decades of 
conflict involving leftist guerrillas, drug traffick-

ers, right-wing paramilitaries and state forces. 
A former urban guerrilla himself, Petro has 

vowed to open talks with the country’s last rec-
ognized rebel group, the National Liberation 
Army (ELN). He has also said he would seek dia-
logue with drug traffickers in a bid to end the 
cycle of violence.  —AFP

BARRANQUILLA, Colombia: Members of the Colombian sci-
entific police inspect outside the bar where six people were 
murdered by armed men at Las Flores neighborhood in 
Barranquilla, on September 12, 2022. —AFP

Pro-Iran faction  
in Iraq sticks to  
its pick for PM 

 
BAGHDAD: The main coalition of pro-Iran par-
ties in Iraq said Monday it would keep its candi-
date for the post of prime minister, despite a 
backlash from its main Shiite rival. The country is 
at a political impasse, with the two main Shiite 
groups clashing since October 2021 elections 
over who will be the next premier and how to 
appoint him. 

The group headed by firebrand cleric 
Moqtada Sadr wants parliament dissolved and 
early elections, but the Coordination Framework 
alliance of pro-Tehran factions wants a govern-
ment to be put in place first. 

On Monday, the Coordination Framework said 
it had reached an “understanding” with other 
political factions on how to proceed. In a press 
release published by the INA state news agency, 
the Coordination Framework reiterated “its total 
commitment to its candidate presented for the 
post of Prime Minister, Mohammed Shia al-
Sudani”. 

The group’s nomination of Sudani as premier 
had previously angered Sadr, whose supporters 
stormed parliament in late July, demanding fresh 
elections. They then staged a weeks-long sit-in 
outside the legislature. 

On Monday, the Coordination Framework 
claimed to have reached “understandings with 
the national forces”. It said it would “continue 
dialogue with all the parties ... to form a govern-
ment endowed with full powers”. 

The Coordination Framework also welcomed a 
declaration by Sunni-backed parliament speaker 
Mohammed al-Halbussi and the Democratic 
Party of Kurdistan (KDP). On Sunday these two 
factions had reiterated their support for “early 
elections”, but preceded by “the formation of a 
government”. —AFP 

UK police remind  
officers of  
right to protest  

 
LONDON, United Kingdom: UK police have 
been reminded by their commanders of people’s 
“right to protest”, London’s force has said, after 
a video emerged of officers escorting an anti-
monarchy protester away from parliament. 

“The publ ic  absolute ly have a r ight  to 
protest,” Metropolitan Police deputy assistant 
commissioner Stuart Cundy said in a statement. 
“We have been making this clear to all officers 
involved in the extraordinary policing operation 
currently in place and we will continue to do so.” 

Cundy added the “overwhelming majority of 
interactions” between officers and people had 
been “positive”, as crowds turn out in central 
London and other places to pay their respects 
after the death of Queen Elizabeth II. His state-
ment late Monday followed viral footage of a 
female protester, holding aloft a “not my king” 
protest placard, being confronted by at least 
four off icers  outs ide the UK par l iament in 
London. 

She was seen being escorted away from the 
spot , and was reportedly made to stand at 
another location away from the gates of parlia-
ment. A witness told British media that she was 
not arrested and was allowed to continue her 
protest on Monday. 

Earlier, the woman and another anti-royal 
demonstrator had been booed by crowds oppo-
site parliament, as King Charles III made his 

maiden address to lawmakers inside. The pair 
held aloft signs saying “End feudalism”, “Abolish 
the monarchy” and “Not my king”-as the new 
monarch addressed lawmakers. 

“He’s a king without consent, and that’s not 
right,” she told reporters. Meanwhile it has been 
reported that another woman who held an “abol-
ish monarchy” sign at a proclamation ceremony 
for King Charles III in Edinburgh on Sunday has 
been charged with a criminal offence. 

Civil rights group Big Brother Watch hit out 
at the police handling of the protests. “If people 
are being arrested simply for holding protest 
placards then it is an affront to democracy and 
highly likely to be unlawful,” it said. 

“Police officers have a duty to protect peo-
ple’s right to protest as much as they have a 
duty to facilitate people’s right to express sup-
port, sorrow, or pay their respects.”  —AFP
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Saad Al-Hajeri of the fifth constituency said cor-

ruption has become firmly established in the country, 
to the extent that reforming it has become extremely 
difficult but not impossible, adding that corruption 
should be uprooted in order to build a new country. 
Former MP Fayez Al-Mutairi, bidding for re-election 
from the fourth district, said he believes Kuwait is in 
a state of transformation from the corruption era to 
the reforms era, adding the ball is in the people’s 

court. He said he is certain the people will elect a 
majority of reformists to the next Assembly. 

Candidate Alia Al-Khaled, running in the second 
constituency, said Kuwait’s problems have increased 
and become more complicated, adding that “we are 
in a bottleneck and we should exit it”. Former MP 
Bader Al-Mulla, running in the second constituency, 
said he had investigated the €7.9 billion deal Kuwait 
signed to purchase Eurofighter aircraft when he was 
the head of the Assembly’s budgets committee. 

He claimed only €3.9 billion was allocated for the 
warplanes, while the remaining €4 billion was allocat-
ed for associated civil works in a bid to increase com-
missions, which amounted to over €590 million. Also, 
the criminal court yesterday resumed the trial of five 
former officials from the defense ministry on charges 
of harming public funds in the Eurofighters deal.

15 candidates 
disqualified from...
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 had subsided but that the situation on the bor-

der “remains extremely tense”. After fighting broke 
out, Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan called French 
President Emmanuel Macron, Russian President 
Vladimir Putin and Blinken to demand “an adequate 
reaction” to “Azerbaijan’s aggressive acts”. Later, 
addressing lawmakers, he said at least 49 Armenian 
soldiers had been killed in the flare-up. 

Azerbaijan said it had also suffered casualties 
but did not specify the number killed. The defense 
ministry in Yerevan said the clashes started early 
Tuesday, with Armenian territory coming under fire 
from artillery, mortars and drones in the direction of 
the cities of Goris, Sotk, and Jermuk. “The enemy is 
trying to advance” into Armenian territory, it said in 
a statement. 

Azerbaijan, however, accused Armenia of “large-
scale subversive acts” near the districts of 
Dashkesan, Kelbajar and Lachin and said its armed 
forces were taking “limited and targeted steps, neu-
tralizing Armenian firing positions”. Baku’s long-
standing political and military sponsor Turkey 
blamed Armenia and urged it instead to “focus on 
peace negotiations”. Iran, which shares a border 
with both countries, urged “restraint” and a “peace-
ful resolution” to the fighting. 

The European Union, France and the United 
States have expressed concerns over the escalation 
and called for an end to the fighting. Before the 
ceasefire was announced, Armenia’s security coun-
cil asked for military help from Moscow, which is 
obligated under a treaty to defend Armenia in the 
event of foreign invasion. 

Armenian political analyst Tatul Hakobyan said 
the escalation in fighting was a consequence of the 
“deadlock” in Armenian-Azerbaijani peace talks. 

“Azerbaijan wants to force Armenia to recognize 
Karabakh as part of Azerbaijan,” he told AFP. “The 
war in Ukraine has changed the balance of forces in 
the region and Russia - which is a guarantor of 
peace in the region - is in a very bad shape. In this 
situation, Azerbaijan wants to get concessions from 
Armenia as soon as possible,” he added. 

Last week, Armenia accused Azerbaijan of killing 
one of its soldiers in a border shootout. In August, 
Azerbaijan said it had lost a soldier and the 
Karabakh army said two of its troops had been 
killed and more than a dozen wounded. The neigh-
bors fought two wars - in the 1990s and in 2020 - 
over the Nagorno-Karabakh region, Azerbaijan’s 
Armenian-populated enclave. The six weeks of bru-
tal fighting in the autumn of 2020 ended with a 
Russian-brokered ceasefire. 

Under the deal, Armenia ceded swathes of territory 
it had controlled for decades and Moscow deployed 
about 2,000 Russian peacekeepers to oversee the 
fragile truce. During EU-mediated talks in Brussels in 
May and April, Azerbaijani President Ilham Aliyev and 
Pashinyan agreed to “advance discussions” on a future 
peace treaty. Ethnic Armenian separatists in Nagorno-
Karabakh broke away from Azerbaijan when the 
Soviet Union collapsed in 1991. The ensuing conflict 
claimed around 30,000 lives. — AFP  

50 Armenia troops 
killed in clashes...
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 impossible to observe with visible light tele-

scopes, such as the Hubble Space Telescope, Webb’s 
predecessor. 

Webb however operates primarily in the infrared 
spectrum, penetrating the dust. This revealed numer-
ous spectacular structures, down to the scale of 40 
astronomical units, or the size of our solar system. 
These include dense filaments of matter, which could 
birth new generations of stars, as well as forming 
stellar systems that consist of a central proto-star 
surrounded by a disc of dust and gas, in which plan-
ets form. 

“We hope to gain understanding about the entire 
cycle of star birth,” said Edwin Bergin, University of 
Michigan chair of astronomy and a member of the 
international research team. “In this image we are 
looking at this cycle where the first generation of 

stars is essentially irradiating the material for the 
next generation. The incredible structures we 
observe will detail how the feedback cycle of stellar 
birth occurs in our galaxy and beyond.” Webb is the 
most powerful space telescope ever built, boasting a 
primary mirror measuring 6.5 m that is made up of 
18 hexagonal, gold-coated segments, as well as a 
five-layer sunshield the size of a tennis court. — AFP 

Webb telescope 
captures images...

James Webb telescope looking deeper into space than ever before
towards the origins of the universe

The Big Bang: start of the universe

Source: NASA, WMAP
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